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Cloud feedback—the change in top-of-atmosphere radiative flux resulting from
the cloud response to warming—constitutes by far the largest source of uncer-
tainty in the climate response to CO2 forcing simulated by global climate models
(GCMs). We review the main mechanisms for cloud feedbacks, and discuss their
representation in climate models and the sources of intermodel spread. Global-
mean cloud feedback in GCMs results from three main effects: (1) rising free-
tropospheric clouds (a positive longwave effect); (2) decreasing tropical low cloud
amount (a positive shortwave [SW] effect); (3) increasing high-latitude low cloud
optical depth (a negative SW effect). These cloud responses simulated by GCMs
are qualitatively supported by theory, high-resolution modeling, and observa-
tions. Rising high clouds are consistent with the fixed anvil temperature (FAT)
hypothesis, whereby enhanced upper-tropospheric radiative cooling causes anvil
cloud tops to remain at a nearly fixed temperature as the atmosphere warms.
Tropical low cloud amount decreases are driven by a delicate balance between
the effects of vertical turbulent fluxes, radiative cooling, large-scale subsidence,
and lower-tropospheric stability on the boundary-layer moisture budget. High-
latitude low cloud optical depth increases are dominated by phase changes in
mixed-phase clouds. The causes of intermodel spread in cloud feedback are dis-
cussed, focusing particularly on the role of unresolved parameterized processes
such as cloud microphysics, turbulence, and convection. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

As the atmosphere warms under greenhouse gas
forcing, global climate models (GCMs) predict

that clouds will change, resulting in a radiative feed-
back by clouds.1,2 While this cloud feedback is posi-
tive in most GCMs and hence acts to amplify global
warming, GCMs diverge substantially on its magni-
tude.3 Accurately simulating clouds and their radia-
tive effects has been a long-standing challenge for
climate modeling, largely because clouds depend on
small-scale physical processes that cannot be explic-
itly represented by coarse GCM grids. In the recent
Climate Model Intercomparison Project phase 5
(CMIP5),4 cloud feedback was by far the largest
source of intermodel spread in equilibrium climate
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sensitivity (ECS), the global-mean surface temperature
response to CO2 doubling.5–7 The important role of
clouds in determining climate sensitivity in GCMs has
been known for decades,8–11 and despite improve-
ments in the representation of cloud processes,12

much work remains to be done to narrow the range
of GCM projections.

Despite these persistent difficulties, recent
advances in our understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms of cloud feedback have opened exciting
new opportunities to improve the representation of the
relevant processes in GCMs. Thanks to increasing com-
puting power, turbulence-resolving model simulations
have offered novel insight into the processes controlling
marine low cloud cover,13–16 of key importance to
Earth’s radiative budget.17 Clever combined use of
model hierarchies and observations has provided new
understanding of why high-latitude clouds
brighten,18–20 why tropical anvil clouds shrink with
warming,21 and how clouds and radiation respond to
storm-track shifts,22–24 to name a few examples.

The goal of this review is to summarize the cur-
rent understanding of cloud feedback mechanisms, and
to evaluate their representation in contemporary
GCMs. Although the observational support for GCM
cloud responses is assessed, we do not provide a thor-
ough review of observational estimates of cloud feed-
back, nor do we discuss possible ‘emergent
constraints.’25 The discussion is organized into two
main sections. First, we diagnose cloud feedback in
GCMs, identifying the cloud property changes respon-
sible for the radiative response. Second, we interpret
these GCM cloud responses, discussing the physical
mechanisms at play and the ability of GCMs to repre-
sent them, and briefly reviewing the available observa-
tional evidence. Based on this discussion, we conclude
with suggestions for progress toward an improved rep-
resentation of cloud feedback in climate models.

DIAGNOSING CLOUD FEEDBACK
IN GCMS

We begin by documenting the magnitude and spatial
structure of cloud feedback in contemporary GCMs,
and identify the cloud property changes involved in
the radiative response. Although clouds may respond
to any forcing agent, in this review, we will focus on
cloud feedback to CO2 forcing, of highest relevance
to future anthropogenic climate change.

Global-Mean Cloud Feedback
The global-mean cloud feedback strength (quantified
by the feedback parameter; Box 1) is plotted in

Figure 1, along with the other feedback processes
included in the traditional decomposition. The feedback
parameters are derived from CMIP5 experiments
forced with abrupt quadrupling of CO2 concentrations
relative to preindustrial conditions. In the following dis-
cussion, we quote the numbers from an analysis of
28 GCMs5 (colored circles in Figure 1). Two other
studies (gray symbols in Figure 1) show similar results,
but they include smaller subsets of the available
models.

BOX 1

CLIMATE FEEDBACKS

Increasing greenhouse gas concentrations cause
a positive radiative forcing F (W m−2), to which
the climate system responds by increasing its
temperature to restore radiative balance
according to

N = F + λΔT :

N denotes the net energy flux imbalance at
the top of atmosphere, and ΔT is the global-
mean surface warming. How effectively warming
reestablishes radiative balance is quantified by
the total feedback parameter λ (in W m−2 K−1).
For a positive (downward) forcing, warming must
induce a negative (upward) radiative response to
restore balance, and hence λ < 0. When the sys-
tem reaches a new steady state, N = 0 and thus
the final amount of warming is determined by
both forcing and feedback, ΔT = −F/λ. A more
positive feedback implies more warming.

The total feedback λ equals the sum of con-
tributions from different feedback processes,
each of which is assumed to perturb the top-of-
atmosphere radiative balance by a given
amount per degree warming. The largest such
process involves the increase in emitted long-
wave (LW) radiation following Planck’s law
(a negative feedback). Additional feedbacks
result from increased LW emission to space due
to enhanced warming aloft (negative lapse rate
feedback); increased greenhouse warming by
water vapor (positive water vapor feedback);
and decreasing reflection of solar radiation as
snow and ice retreat (positive surface albedo
feedback). Changes in the physical properties of
clouds affect both their greenhouse warming
and their reflection of solar radiation, giving
rise to a cloud feedback (Box 2), positive in
most current GCMs.
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The multimodel-mean net cloud feedback is
positive (0.43 W m−2 K−1), suggesting that on aver-
age, clouds cause additional warming. However,
models produce a wide range of values, from weakly
negative to strongly positive (−0.13 to 1.24 W m−2

K−1). Despite this considerable intermodel spread,
only two models, GISS-E2-H and GISS-E2-R, pro-
duce a (weakly) negative global-mean cloud feed-
back. In the multimodel mean, this positive cloud
feedback is entirely attributable to the LW effect of
clouds (0.42 W m−2 K−1), while the mean SW cloud
feedback is essentially zero (0.02 W m−2 K−1).

Of all the climate feedback processes, cloud
feedback exhibits the largest amount of intermodel
spread, originating primarily from the SW
effect.3,6,26,32 The important contribution of clouds
to the spread in total feedback parameter and ECS
stands out in Figure 1. The net cloud feedback is
strongly correlated with the total feedback parameter
(r = 0.80) and ECS (r = 0.73).

Rapid Adjustments
The cloud-radiative changes that accompany CO2-
induced global warming partly result from a rapid
adjustment of clouds to CO2 forcing and land-
surface warming.38,39 Because it is unrelated to the
global-mean surface temperature increase, this rapid
adjustment is treated as a forcing rather than a feed-
back in the current feedback analysis framework.40

An important implication is that clouds cause uncer-
tainty in both forcing and feedback. For a quadru-
pling of CO2 concentration, the estimated global-

mean radiative adjustment due to clouds ranges
between 0.3 and 1.1 W m−2, depending on the analy-
sis method and GCM set, and has been ascribed
mainly to SW effects.6,41,42 Accounting for this
adjustment reduces the net and SW component of the
cloud feedback. We refer the reader to Andrews
et al.43 and Kamae et al.44 for a thorough discussion
of rapid cloud adjustments in GCMs. Hereafter, we
focus solely on changes in cloud properties that are
mediated by increases in global-mean temperature.

Decomposition By Cloud Type
For models providing output that simulates measure-
ments taken by satellites, the total cloud feedback
can be decomposed into contributions from three rel-
evant cloud properties: cloud altitude, amount, and
optical depth (plus a small residual).45 The
multimodel-mean net cloud feedback can then be
understood as the sum of positive contributions from
cloud altitude and amount changes, and a negative
contribution from optical depth changes (Figure 2
(a)). The various cloud properties have distinctly dif-
ferent effects on LW and SW radiation. Increasing
cloud altitude explains most of the positive LW feed-
back, with minimal effect on SW. By contrast, cloud
amount and optical depth changes have opposing
effects on SW and LW radiation, with the SW term
dominating. (Note that 11 of the 18 feedback values
in Figure 2 include the positive effect of rapid adjust-
ments, yielding a more positive multimodel-mean SW
feedback compared with Figure 1.)

FIGURE 1 | Strengths of individual global-mean feedbacks and equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) for CMIP5 models, derived from coupled
experiments with abrupt quadrupling of CO2 concentration. Model names and feedback values are listed in the Table S1, Supporting information.
Feedback parameter results are from Caldwell et al.,5 with additional cloud feedback values from Vial et al.6 and Zelinka et al.26 ECS values are
taken from Andrews et al.,27 Forster et al.,28 and Flato et al.29 Feedback parameters are calculated as in Soden et al.30 but accounting for rapid
adjustments; the cloud feedback from Zelinka et al. is calculated using cloud-radiative kernels31 (Box 2). Circles are colored according to the total
feedback parameter. The Planck feedback (mean value of −3.15 W m−2 K−1) is excluded from the total feedback parameter shown here.
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The cloud property decomposition in
Figure 2(a) can be refined by separately considering
low (cloud top pressure > 680 hPa) and free-
tropospheric clouds (cloud top pressure ≤ 680 hPa),
as this more effectively isolates the factors contribut-
ing to the net cloud feedback.26 This vertical decom-
position reveals that the multimodel-mean LW
feedback is entirely due to rising free-tropospheric
clouds (Figure 2(b)). For such clouds, amount and
optical depth changes do not contribute to the net
feedback because their SW and LW effects cancel
nearly perfectly. Meanwhile, the SW cloud feedback
can be ascribed to low cloud amount and optical
depth changes (Figure 2(c)). Thus, the results in
Figure 2(b) and (c) highlight the three main contribu-
tions to the net cloud feedback in current GCMs: ris-
ing free-tropospheric clouds (a positive LW effect),

FIGURE 2 | Global-mean longwave (red), shortwave (blue), and
net (black) cloud feedbacks decomposed into amount, altitude, optical
depth, and residual components for (a) all clouds, (b) free-tropospheric
clouds only, and (c) low clouds only, defined by cloud top pressure.
Multimodel-mean feedbacks are shown as horizontal lines. Results are
based on an analysis of 11 CMIP3 and 7 CMIP5 models26; the CMIP3
values do not account for rapid adjustments. Model names and total
feedback values are listed in Table S2. (Reprinted with permission
from Ref 26. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons)

BOX 2

CLOUD-RADIATIVE EFFECT AND CLOUD
FEEDBACK

The radiative impact of clouds is measured as
the cloud-radiative effect (CRE), the difference
between clear-sky and all-sky radiative flux at
the top of atmosphere. Clouds reflect solar radi-
ation (negative SW CRE, global-mean effect of
−45 W m−2) and reduce outgoing terrestrial
radiation (positive LW CRE, 27 W m−2), with an
overall cooling effect estimated at −18 W m−2

(numbers from Henderson et al.33). CRE is pro-
portional to cloud amount, but is also deter-
mined by cloud altitude and optical depth. The
magnitude of SW CRE increases with cloud opti-
cal depth, and to a much lesser extent with
cloud altitude. By contrast, the LW CRE depends
primarily on cloud altitude, which determines
the difference in emission temperature
between clear and cloudy skies, but also
increases with optical depth.

As the cloud properties change with warm-
ing, so does their radiative effect. The result-
ing radiative flux response at the top of
atmosphere, normalized by the global-mean
surface temperature increase, is known as
cloud feedback. This is not strictly equal to
the change in CRE with warming, because the
CRE also responds to changes in clear-sky
radiation—for example, due to changes in
surface albedo or water vapor.34 The CRE
response thus underestimates cloud feedback
by about 0.3 W m−2 on average.34,35 Cloud
feedback is therefore the component of CRE
change that is due to changing cloud
properties only.

Various methods exist to diagnose cloud
feedback from standard GCM output. The
values presented in this paper are either
based on CRE changes corrected for noncloud
effects,30 or estimated directly from changes
in cloud properties, for those GCMs providing
appropriate cloud output.31 The most accu-
rate procedure involves running the GCM
radiation code offline—replacing instantane-
ous cloud fields from a control climatology
with those from a perturbed climatology,
while keeping other fields unchanged—to
obtain the radiative perturbation due to
changes in clouds.36,37 This method is compu-
tationally expensive and technically challeng-
ing, however.
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decreasing low cloud amount (a positive SW effect),
and increasing low cloud optical depth (a weak nega-
tive SW effect), yielding a net positive feedback in the
multimodel mean. It is noteworthy that all CMIP5
models agree on the sign of these contributions.

Spatial Distribution of Cloud Feedback
The contributions to LW and SW cloud feedback are
far from being spatially homogeneous, reflecting the
distribution of cloud regimes (Figure 3). Although
the net cloud feedback is generally positive, negative
values occur over the Southern Ocean poleward of
about 50�S, and to a lesser extent over the Arctic and
small parts of the tropical oceans. The most positive
values are found in regions of large-scale subsidence,
such as regions of low SST in the equatorial Pacific
and the subtropical oceans. Weak to moderate sub-
sidence regimes cover most of the tropical oceans,
and are associated with shallow marine clouds such
as stratocumulus and trade cumulus. In most GCMs
such clouds decrease in amount,17,46 strongly contri-
buting to the positive low cloud amount feedback
seen in Figure 2(c). This explains the importance of
shallow marine clouds for the overall positive cloud
feedback, and their dominant contribution to inter-
model spread in net cloud feedback.17

Taking a zonal-mean perspective highlights the
meridional dependence of cloud property changes
and their contributions to cloud feedback (Figure 4).
Free-tropospheric cloud tops robustly rise globally,
producing a positive cloud altitude LW feedback at
all latitudes that peaks in regions of high climato-
logical free-tropospheric cloud cover (blue curve).
The positive cloud amount feedback (orange curve),
dominated by the SW effect of low clouds

(cf. Figure 2), also occurs over most of the globe
with the exception of the high southern latitudes; by
contrast, the effect of optical depth changes is near
zero everywhere except at high southern latitudes,
where it is strongly negative (green curve). This
yields a complex meridional pattern of net cloud
feedback (black curve in Figure 4). The patterns of
cloud amount and optical depth changes suggest the
existence of distinct physical processes in different
latitude ranges and climate regimes, as discussed in
the next section.

The results in Figure 4 allow us to further refine
the conclusions drawn from Figure 2. In the multi-
model mean, the cloud feedback in current GCMs
mainly results from

• globally rising free-tropospheric clouds,

• decreasing low cloud amount at low to middle
latitudes, and

• increasing low cloud optical depth at middle to
high latitudes.

Summary
Cloud feedback is the main contributor to intermodel
spread in climate sensitivity, ranging from near zero
to strongly positive (−0.13 to 1.24 W m−2 K−1) in
current climate models. It is a combination of three
effects present in nearly all GCMs: rising free-
tropospheric clouds (a LW heating effect); decreasing
low cloud amount in tropics to midlatitudes (a SW
heating effect); and increasing low cloud optical

FIGURE 4 | Zonal-, annual-, and multimodel-mean net cloud
feedbacks in a set of 11 CMIP3 and 7 CMIP5 models (Table S2),
plotted against the sine of latitude, and partitioned into components
due to the change in cloud amount, altitude, and optical depth.
Curves are solid where 75% or more of the models agree on the sign
of the feedback, dashed otherwise. (Reprinted with permission from
Ref 26. Copyright 2016 John Wiley and Sons)

FIGURE 3 | Spatial distribution of the multimodel-mean net cloud
feedback (in W m−2 per K surface warming) in a set of 11 CMIP3 and
7 CMIP5 models subjected to an abrupt increase in CO2 (Table S2).
(Reprinted with permission from Ref 26. Copyright 2016 John Wiley
and Sons)
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depth at high latitudes (a SW cooling effect). Low
cloud amount in tropical subsidence regions domi-
nates the intermodel spread in cloud feedback.

INTERPRETING CLOUD PROPERTY
CHANGES IN GCMS

Having diagnosed the radiatively-relevant cloud
responses in GCM, we assess our understanding of
the physical mechanisms involved in these cloud
changes, and discuss their representation in GCMs.
We consider in turn each of the three main effects
identified in the previous section, and address the fol-
lowing questions:

• What physical mechanisms are involved in the
cloud response? To what extent are these
mechanisms supported by theory, high-
resolution modeling, and observations?

• How well do GCMs represent these mechan-
isms, and what parameterizations does this
depend on?

• What explains the intermodel spread in cloud
responses?

Cloud Altitude

Physical Mechanisms
Owing to the decrease of temperature with altitude
in the troposphere, higher cloud tops are colder and
thus emit less thermal infrared radiation to space.
Therefore, an increase in the altitude of cloud tops
imparts a heating to the climate system by reducing
outgoing LW radiation. Fundamentally, the rise of
upper-level cloud tops is firmly grounded in basic
theory (the deepening of the well-mixed troposphere
as the planet warms), and is supported by cloud-
resolving modeling experiments and by observations
of both interannual cloud variability and multideca-
dal cloud trends. The combination of theoretical and
observational evidence, along with the fact that all
GCMs simulate rising free-tropospheric cloud tops as
the planet warms, make the positive cloud altitude
feedback one of the most fundamental cloud
feedbacks.

The tropical free troposphere is approximately
in radiative-convective equilibrium, where latent
heating in convective updrafts balances radiative
cooling, which is itself primarily due to thermal
emission by water vapor.47 Because radiative cool-
ing by the water vapor rotation and vibration bands

falls off rapidly with decreasing water vapor mixing
ratio in the tropical upper troposphere,48 so too
must convective mass flux. Hence, mass detrainment
from tropical deep convection and its attendant
anvil cloud coverage both peak near the altitude
where emission from water vapor drops off rapidly
with pressure, which we refer to as the altitude of
peak radiatively-driven convergence. Because radia-
tive cooling by water vapor is closely tied to water
vapor concentration and the latter is fundamentally
controlled by temperature through the Clausius–
Clapeyron equation, the dramatic decrease in water
vapor concentration in the upper troposphere occurs
primarily due to the decrease of temperature with
decreasing pressure. This implies that the level that
marks the peak coverage of anvil cloud tops is set
by temperature. As isotherms rise with global warm-
ing, so too must tropical anvil cloud tops, leading
to a positive cloud altitude feedback. This fixed
anvil temperature (FAT) hypothesis,49 illustrated
schematically in Figure 5, provides a physical basis
for earlier suggestions that fixed cloud top tempera-
ture is a more realistic response to warming than
fixed cloud altitude.50,51

In practice, tropical high clouds rise slightly less
than the isotherms in response to modeled global
warming, leading to a slight warming of their emis-
sion temperature—albeit a much weaker warming
than occurs at a fixed pressure level (roughly six
times smaller).52 This is related to an increase in
upper-tropospheric static stability with warming that
was not originally anticipated in the FAT hypothesis.
The proportionately higher anvil temperature
(PHAT) hypothesis52 allows for increases in static
stability that cause the level of peak radiatively-
driven convergence to shift to slightly warmer tem-
peratures. The upward shift of this level closely
tracks the upward shift of anvil clouds under global
warming, and captures their slight warming. The
aforementioned upper-tropospheric static stability
increase has been described as a fundamental conse-
quence of the first law of thermodynamics, which
results in static stability having an inverse-pressure
dependence,21 although the radiative effect of ozone
has also been shown to play a role.53

Cloud-resolving (horizontal grid spacing
≤ 15 km) model simulations of tropical radiative-
convective equilibrium support the theoretical expec-
tation that the distribution of free-tropospheric
clouds shifts upward with surface warming nearly in
lockstep with the isotherms, making their emission
temperature increase only slightly.53–56 This response
is also seen in global cloud-resolving models.57–59

This is important for confirming that the response
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seen in GCMs21,52 and mesoscale models49 is not an
artifact of parameterized convection. Furthermore,
observed interannual relationships between cloud top
altitude and surface temperature are also in close
agreement with theoretical expectations.60–65 Recent
analyses of satellite cloud retrievals showed that both
tropical and extratropical high clouds have shifted
upward over the period 1983–2009.66,67

Although FAT was proposed as a mechanism
for tropical cloud altitude feedback, it is possible
that radiative cooling by water vapor also controls
the vertical extent of extratropical motions, and
thereby the strength of extratropical cloud altitude
feedback (Thompson et al., submitted manuscript).
In any case, the extratropical free-tropospheric
cloud altitude feedback in GCMs is at least as
large as its counterpart in the tropics,26 despite
having received much less attention in the
literature.

Representation in GCMs and Causes of
Intermodel Spread
Given its solid foundation in well-established phys-
ics (radiative-convective equilibrium, Clausius-
Clapeyron relation), it is unsurprising that all
GCMs simulate a nearly isothermal rise in the tops
of free-tropospheric clouds with warming, in excel-
lent agreement with PHAT. The multimodel-mean
net free-tropospheric cloud altitude feedback is
0.20 W m−2 K−1, with an intermodel standard devi-
ation of 0.09 W m−2 K−1 (Figure 1(b)). Although
the spread in this feedback is roughly half as large

as that in the low cloud amount feedback, it is still
substantial and remains poorly understood. Since
the altitude feedback is defined as the radiative
impact of rising cloud tops while holding every-
thing else fixed (Box 3), the magnitude of this feed-
back at any given location should be related to
(1) the change in free-tropospheric cloud top alti-
tude, (2) the decrease in emitted LW radiation per
unit increase of cloud top altitude, and (3) the free-
tropospheric cloud fraction. These are discussed in
turn below.

Based on the discussion above, one would
expect the magnitude of the upward shift of free-
tropospheric cloud tops (term 1) to be related to the
upward shift of the level of radiatively-driven conver-
gence. Both of these are dependent on the magnitude
of upper-tropospheric warming,69,70 which varies
appreciably across models71,72 for reasons that
remain unclear.

The decrease in emitted LW radiation per unit
increase in cloud top altitude depends on the mean-
state temperature and humidity profile of the atmos-
phere, and on cloud LW opacity. To the extent that
intermodel differences in atmospheric thermody-
namic structure are small, intermodel variance in
term 2 would arise primarily from differences in the
mean-state cloud opacity, which determines whether
an upward shift is accompanied by a large decrease
in LW flux (for thick clouds) or a small decrease in
LW flux (for thin clouds). Overall, the dependence
of LW fluxes on cloud optical thickness is small,
however, because clouds of intermediate to high

FIGURE 5 | Schematic of the relationship between clear-sky radiative cooling, subsidence warming, radiatively-driven convergence, and
altitude of anvil clouds in the tropics in a control and warm climate, as articulated in the fixed anvil temperature hypothesis. Upon warming,
radiative cooling by water vapor increases in the upper troposphere, which must be balanced by enhanced subsidence in clear-sky regions. This
implies that the level of peak radiatively-driven convergence and the attendant anvil cloud coverage must shift upward. TC denotes the anvil cloud
top temperature isotherm.
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optical depth are completely opaque to infrared
radiation. Therefore, we do not expect cloud optical
depth biases to dominate the spread in cloud alti-
tude feedback.

Finally, the mean-state free-tropospheric cloud
fraction (term 3) is likely to exhibit substantial inter-
model spread. A fourfold difference in the simulated
high (cloud top pressure ≤ 440 hPa) cloud fraction
was found among an earlier generation of models,73

though this spread has decreased in CMIP5 mod-
els.12 Furthermore, climate models systematically
underestimate the relative frequency of occurrence
of tropical anvil and extratropical cirrus
regimes.74,75 Taken alone, such biases would lead to
models systematically underestimating the cloud alti-
tude feedback.

Low Cloud Amount

Physical Mechanisms
The low cloud amount feedback in GCMs is domi-
nated by the response of tropical, warm, liquid clouds
located below about 3 km to surface warming. Sev-
eral types of clouds fulfill the definition of ‘low,’ dif-
fering in their radiative effects and in the physical
mechanisms underlying their formation, maintenance,
and response to climate change. So far, most insights
into low cloud feedback mechanisms have been
gained from high-resolution models—particularly
large-eddy simulations (LESs) that can explicitly rep-
resent the turbulent and convective processes critical
for boundary-layer clouds on scales smaller than one
kilometer.76 The low cloud amount feedback in
GCMs is determined by the response of the most
prevalent boundary-layer cloud types at low latitudes:
stratus, stratocumulus, and cumulus clouds.

Although they cover a relatively small fraction
of Earth, stratus and stratocumulus (StCu) have a
large SW CRE, so that even small changes in their
coverage may have significant regional and global
impacts. StCu cloud coverage is strongly controlled
by atmospheric stability and surface fluxes77: observa-
tions suggest a strong relationship between inversion
strength at the top of the planetary boundary layer
(PBL) and cloud amount.78,79 A stronger inversion
results in weaker mixing with the dry free tropo-
sphere, shallowing the PBL and increasing cloudiness.
As inversion strength will increase with global warm-
ing owing to the stabilization of the free-tropospheric
temperature profile,80 one might expect low cloud
amount to increase, implying a negative feedback.81

However, LES experiments suggest that StCu
clouds are sensitive to other factors than inversion
strength, as summarized by Bretherton.15 Over sub-
siding regions, (1) increasing atmospheric emissivity
owing to water vapor feedback will cause more
downward LW radiation, decreasing cloud-top
entrainment and thinning the cloud layer (less cloud
and hence a positive radiative feedback); (2) the slow-
down of the general circulation will weaken subsid-
ence, raising cloud tops, and thickening the cloud
layer (a negative dynamical feedback); (3) a larger
vertical gradient of specific humidity will dry the PBL
more efficiently, reducing cloudiness (a positive ther-
modynamic feedback). Evidence for these physical
mechanisms is usually also found in GCMs82–84 or
when analyzing observed natural variability.85–87 The
real-world StCu feedback will most likely result from
the relative importance of these antagonistic pro-
cesses. LES models forced with an idealized climate

BOX 3

FAT AND THE CLOUD ALTITUDE
FEEDBACK

Cloud tops rising as the surface warms produces
a positive feedback: by rising so as to remain at
nearly constant temperature, their emission to
space does not increase in concert with emis-
sion from the clear-sky regions, inhibiting the
radiative cooling of the planet under global
warming.

The fact that cloud top temperature remains
roughly fixed makes the interpretation of the
feedback potentially confusing: how can high
clouds warm the planet if their emission tem-
perature remains nearly unchanged? It is impor-
tant to recall that feedbacks due to variable
X are defined as the change in radiation due to
the temperature-mediated change in X holding
all else fixed.68 In the case where X is cloud top
altitude, the feedback quantifies the change in
radiation due solely to the change in cloud top
altitude, holding the temperature structure of
the atmosphere fixed at its unperturbed state.
Thus, increased cloud top altitude causes a LW
heating effect because—in the radiation
calculation—the emission temperature of the
cloud top actually decreases by the product of
the mean-state lapse rate and the change in
the cloud top altitude.

An important point to avoid losing in the
details is that as long as the free-tropospheric
cloud tops rise under global warming, the alti-
tude feedback is positive. The extent to which
cloud top temperatures change affects only the
magnitude of the feedback, not its sign.
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change suggest a reduction of StCu clouds with
warming.76

Shallow cumuli (ShCu) usually denote clouds
with tops around 2–3 km localized over weak subsid-
ence regions and higher surface temperature. Despite
their more modest SW CRE, ShCu are of major
importance to global-mean cloud feedback in GCMs
because of their widespread presence across the tro-
pics.17 Yet mechanisms of ShCu feedback in LES are
less robust than for StCu. Usually, LES reduce clouds
with warming, with large sensitivity to precipitation
(mostly related to microphysical assumptions). This
reduction has been explained by a stronger penetra-
tive entrainment that deepens and dries the PBL more
efficiently13,88 (closely related to the thermodynamic
feedback seen for StCu), although the strength of this
positive feedback may depend on the choice of pre-
scribed or interactive sea surface temperatures
(SSTs)89,90 and microphysics parameterization.14

Other feedbacks seen for StCu may act on ShCu but
with different relative importance.14 Although LES
results suggest a positive ShCu feedback,14 a global
model that explicitly resolves the crudest form of
convection shows the opposite response.91 Hence fur-
ther work with a hierarchy of model configurations
(LES, global cloud-resolving model, GCMs) com-
bined with observational analyses will be needed to
validate the ShCu feedback.

Recent observational studies of the low cloud
response to changes in meteorological conditions
broadly support the StCu and ShCu feedback
mechanisms identified in LES experiments.84,87,92

These studies show that low clouds in both models
and observations are mostly sensitive to changes in
SST and inversion strength. Although these two
effects would tend to cancel each other, observations
and GCM simulations constrained by observations
suggest that SST-mediated low cloud reduction with
warming dominates, increasing the likelihood of a
positive low cloud feedback and high climate
sensitivity.87,93–95 Nevertheless, recent ground-based
observations of covariations of ShCu with meteoro-
logical conditions suggest that a majority of GCMs
are unlikely to represent the temporal dynamics of
the cloudy boundary layer.96,97 This may reduce our
confidence in GCM-based constraints of ShCu feed-
back with warming.

Representation in GCMs and Sources of
Intermodel Spread
Cloud dynamics depend heavily on small-scale pro-
cesses such as local turbulent eddies, nonlocal con-
vective plumes, microphysics, and radiation. As the
typical horizontal grid size of GCMs is around

50 km, such processes are not explicitly simulated
and need to be parameterized as a function of the
large-scale environment. GCMs usually represent
cloud-related processes through distinct parameteri-
zations, with separate assumptions for subgrid varia-
bility, despite a goal for unification.98,99 Physical
assumptions used in PBL parameterizations often
relate cloud formation to buoyancy production, sta-
bility, and wind shear. Low cloud amount feedbacks
are constrained by how these cloud processes are
represented in GCMs and how they respond to cli-
mate change perturbations. As parameterizations are
usually crude, it is not evident that the mechanisms
of low cloud amount feedback in GCMs are realistic.

All CMIP5 models simulate a positive low
cloud amount feedback, but with considerable spread
(Figure 2(c)); this feedback is by far the largest con-
tributor to intermodel variance in net cloud feed-
back.5,17,26 Spread in low cloud amount feedback
can be traced back to differences in parameteriza-
tions used in atmospheric GCMs,92,100–102 and
changes in these parameterizations within individual
GCMs also have clear impacts on the intensity (and
sign) of the response.102–104 Identifying the low cloud
amount feedback mechanisms in GCMs is a difficult
task, however, because the low cloud response is sen-
sitive to the competing effects of a variety of unre-
solved processes. Considering that these processes
are parameterized in diverse and complex ways, it
appears unlikely that a single mechanism can account
for the spread of low cloud amount feedback seen
in GCMs.

It has been proposed that convective processes
play a key role in driving intermodel spread in low
cloud amount feedback.105–110 As the climate warms,
convective moisture fluxes strengthen due to the
robust increase of the vertical gradient of specific
humidity controlled by the Clausius-Clapeyron rela-
tionship.82 Increasing convective moisture fluxes
between the PBL and the free troposphere lead to a
relatively drier PBL with decreased cloud amount,
suggesting a positive feedback, but the degree to
which convective moisture mixing increases seems to
strongly depend on model-specific parameteriza-
tions.109 GCMs with stronger present-day convective
mixing (and therefore more positive low cloud
amount feedback) have been argued to compare bet-
ter with observations,109 implying that convective
overturning strength could provide an observational
constraint on GCM behavior. However, running
GCMs with convection schemes switched off does
not narrow the spread of cloud feedback,111 suggest-
ing that nonconvective processes may play an impor-
tant role too.92,104
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We believe that intermodel spread in low cloud
amount feedback does not depend on the representa-
tion of convection (deep and shallow) alone, but
rather on the interplay between various parameter-
ized processes—particularly convection and turbu-
lence. It has been argued that the relative importance
of parameterized convective drying and turbulent
moistening of the PBL accounts for a large fraction
of the intermodel differences in both the mean state,
and global warming response of low clouds.46 In
GCMs that attribute a large weight to convective
drying in the present-day climate, the strengthening
of moisture transport with warming causes enhanced
PBL ventilation, efficiently reducing low cloud
amount.109 Conversely if convective drying is less
active, turbulence moistening induces low cloud shal-
lowing rather than a change in cloud amount.46,110

In some models, additional parameterization-
dependent mechanisms may contribute to the low
cloud feedback, such as cloud amount increases by
enhancement of surface turbulence83,112 or by
changes in cloud lifetime.113

Low Cloud Optical Depth

Physical Mechanisms
The primary control on cloud optical depth is the
vertically integrated liquid water content, termed liq-
uid water path (LWP). If other microphysical para-
meters are held constant, cloud optical depth scales
with LWP within the cloud.114 Cloud optical depth is
also affected by cloud particle size and cloud ice con-
tent, but the ice effect is smaller because ice crystals
are typically several times larger than liquid droplets,
and therefore less efficient at scattering sunlight per
unit mass.115 Consistent with this, the cloud optical
depth change maps well onto the LWP response in
global warming experiments, both quantities increas-
ing at middle to high latitudes in nearly all
GCMs.18,19,45,116,117 Understanding the negative
cloud optical depth feedback therefore requires
explaining why LWP increases with warming, and
why it does so mostly at high latitudes.

Two plausible mechanisms may contribute to
LWP increases with warming, and both predict a
preferential increase at higher latitudes and lower
temperatures. The first mechanism is based upon the
assumption that the liquid water content within a
cloud is determined by the amount of condensation
in saturated rising parcels that follow a moist adiabat
Γm, from the cloud base to the cloud top.118–120 This
is often referred to as the ‘adiabatic’ cloud water con-
tent. Under this assumption, it may be shown that

the change in LWP with temperature is a function of
the temperature derivative of the moist adiabat slope,
∂Γm/∂T. This predicts that the adiabatic cloud water
content always increases with temperature, and
increases more strongly at lower temperatures in a
relative sense.118

A second mechanism involves phase changes in
mixed-phase clouds. Liquid water is commonly
found in clouds at temperatures substantially below
freezing, down to about −38�C where homogeneous
freezing occurs.115,121 Clouds between −38� and 0�C
containing both liquid water and ice are termed
mixed-phase. As the atmosphere warms, the occur-
rence of liquid water should increase relative to ice;
for a fixed total cloud water path, this would lead to
an optically thicker cloud owing to the smaller effec-
tive radius of droplets.19,115,121 In addition, a higher
fraction of liquid water is expected to decrease the
overall precipitation efficiency, yielding an increase in
total cloud water and a further optical thickening of
the cloud.19,115,119,121 Reduced precipitation effi-
ciency may also increase cloud lifetime, and hence
cloud amount.121,122 Because the phase change mech-
anism can only operate below freezing, its occurrence
in low clouds is restricted to middle and high
latitudes.

Satellite and in situ observations of high-
latitude clouds support increases in cloud LWP and
optical depth with temperature,18,19,120 and suggest a
negative cloud optical depth feedback,20 although
this result is sensitive to the analysis method.123 The
positive LWP sensitivity to temperature is generally
restricted to mixed-phase regions and is typically lar-
ger than that expected from moist adiabatic increases
in water content alone.18,19 This lends observational
support for the importance of phase change pro-
cesses. While the moist adiabatic mechanism should
still contribute to LWP increases with warming, LES
modeling of warm boundary-layer clouds (in which
phase change processes play no role) suggests that
optical depth changes are small relative to the effects
of drying and deepening of the boundary layer with
warming.13

Representation in GCMs
The low cloud optical depth feedback predicted by
GCMs can only be trusted to the extent that the driv-
ing mechanisms are understood and correctly repre-
sented. We therefore ask, how reliably are these
physical mechanisms represented in GCMs? The first
mechanism involves the source of cloud water from
condensation in saturated updrafts. It results from
basic, well-understood thermodynamics that do not
directly rely on physical parameterizations, and
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should be correctly implemented in all models. As
such, it constitutes a simple and powerful constraint
on the cloud water content response to warming to
the point that some early studies proposed the global
cloud feedback might be negative as a result.124–126

Considering this mechanism in isolation ignores
important competing factors that affect the cloud
water budget, however, such as the entrainment of
dry air into the convective updrafts, phase change
processes, or precipitation efficiency. The competition
between these various factors may explain why no
simple, robust LWP increase with temperature is seen
in all regions across the world in GCMs.

The second mechanism is primarily related to
the liquid water sink through conversion to ice and
precipitation by ice-phase microphysical processes.
The representation of cloud microphysics in state-of-
the-art GCMs is mainly prognostic, meaning that
rates of change between the different phases—vapor,
liquid, ice, and precipitation—are computed. Rather
than being a direct function of temperature (as in a
diagnostic scheme), the relative amounts of liquid
and ice thus depend on the efficiencies of the source
and sink terms. In GCMs, cloud water production in
mixed-phase clouds occurs mainly in liquid form;
subsequent glaciation may occur through a variety of
microphysical processes, particularly the Wegener-
Bergeron-Findeisen127 mechanism (see Storelvmo
et al.128 for a description and a review). Ice-phase
microphysics are therefore mainly a sink of cloud liq-
uid water. Upon warming, this sink should become
suppressed, resulting in a larger reservoir of cloud
liquid water.19

In GCMs, the optical depth feedback is likely
dominated by microphysical phase change processes.
Several lines of evidence support this idea. As in
observations, low cloud optical depth increases with
warming almost exclusively at high latitudes, and the
increase in cloud water content is typically restricted
to temperatures below freezing117,129,130—a finding
that cannot be satisfactorily explained by the adia-
batic water content mechanism. Imposing a tempera-
ture increase only in the ice-phase microphysics
explains roughly 80% of the total LWP response to
warming in two contemporary GCMs run in aqua-
planet configuration.19 Furthermore, changes in the
efficiency of phase conversion processes have dra-
matic impacts on the cloud water climatology and
sensitivity to warming in GCMs.131–133

Causes of Intermodel Spread
Although GCMs agree on the sign of the cloud opti-
cal depth response in mixed-phase clouds, the magni-
tude of the change remains highly uncertain. This is

in large part because the efficiency of phase change
processes varies widely between models, impacting
the mean state and the sensitivity to warming.116

GCMs separately simulate microphysical pro-
cesses for cloud water resulting from large-scale
(resolved) vertical motions, and convective (unre-
solved, parameterized) motions. In convection
schemes, microphysical phase conversions are
crudely represented, usually as simple, model-
dependent analytic functions of temperature. While
the representation of microphysical processes is much
more refined in large-scale microphysics schemes, ice-
phase processes remain diversely represented due to
limitations in our understanding, particularly with
regard to ice formation processes.134,135 In models
explicitly representing aerosol–cloud interactions, an
additional uncertainty results from poorly con-
strained ice nuclei concentrations.122 For mixed-
phase clouds, perturbing the parameterizations of
phase transitions can significantly affect the ratio of
liquid water to ice, the overall cloud water budget,
and cloud-radiative properties.19,133 Owing to these
uncertainties, the simple constraint that the liquid
water fraction must increase with warming is strong
but merely qualitative in GCMs.

It is believed that mixed-phase clouds may
become glaciated too readily in most GCMs.121,128

Satellite retrievals suggest models underestimate the
supercooled liquid fraction in cold clouds132,136–138;
this may be because models assume too much spatial
overlap between ice and supercooled clouds, overesti-
mating the liquid-to-ice conversion efficiency.128 An
expected consequence is that liquid water and cloud
optical depth increase too dramatically with warming
in GCMs, because there is too much climatological
cloud ice in a fractional sense. Comparisons with
observations appear to support that idea.18,20 Such
microphysical biases could have powerful implica-
tions for the optical depth feedback, as models with
excessive cloud ice may overestimate the phase
change effect.130,133,139,140 In summary, the current
understanding is that the negative cloud optical depth
feedback is likely too strong in most GCMs. Further
work with observational data is needed to constrain
GCMs and confirm the existence of a negative opti-
cal depth feedback in the real world.

Other Possible Cloud Feedback
Mechanisms: Tropical and Extratropical
Dynamics
While the mechanisms discussed above are mainly
linked to the climate system’s thermodynamic
response to CO2 forcing, dynamical changes could
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have equally important implications for clouds and
radiation. This poses a particular challenge: not only
are the cloud responses to a given dynamical forcing
uncertain,141 but the future dynamical response is
also much more poorly constrained than the thermo-
dynamic one.142 Below we discuss two possible
effects of changes in atmospheric circulation, one
involving the degree of aggregation of tropical con-
vection, and another based on extratropical circula-
tion shifts with warming. We assess the relevance of
these proposed feedback processes in GCMs and in
the real world.

Convective Aggregation and the ‘Iris Effect’
Tropical convective clouds both reduce outgoing LW
radiation and reflect solar radiation. These effects
tend to offset each other, and over the broad expanse
of warm waters in the western Pacific and Indian
Ocean areas these two effects very nearly cancel, so
that net cloud-radiative effect is about zero.143–145

The net neutrality of tropical cloud-radiative effects
results from a cancelation between positive effects of
thin anvil clouds and negative effects of the thicker
rainy areas of the cloud.146 That convective clouds
tend to rise in a warmed climate has been discussed
above, but it is also possible that the optical depth or
area coverage of convective clouds could change in a
warmed climate. For high clouds with no net effect
on the radiation balance, a change in area coverage
without change in the average radiative properties of
the clouds would have little effect on the energy bal-
ance (unless the high clouds are masking bright low
clouds). Because the individual LW and SW effects of
tropical convective clouds are large, a small change
in the balance of these effects could also provide a
large feedback.

So far more attention has been directed at oce-
anic boundary-layer clouds, whose net CRE is large,
because their substantial SW effect is not balanced by
their relatively small LW effect. But since the SW
effect of tropical convective clouds is as large as that
of boundary-layer clouds in stratocumulus regimes, a
substantial feedback could occur if the relative area
coverage of thin anvils versus rainy cores with higher
albedos changes in a way to disrupt the net radiative
neutrality of convective clouds. Relatively little has
been done on this problem, because GCMs do not
resolve or explicitly parameterize the physics of con-
vective complexes and their associated meso- and
microscale processes.

It has been proposed that tropical anvil cloud
area should decrease in a warmed climate, possibly
causing a negative LW feedback, but the theoretical
and observational basis for this hypothesis remains

controversial.147–151 The response of tropical high
cloud amount to warming in GCMs is very sensitive
to the particular parameterizations of convection and
cloud microphysics that are employed,107,152 as
might be expected.

One basic physical argument for changing the
area of tropical high clouds with warming involves
simple energy balance and the dependence of satura-
tion vapor pressure on temperature.35 The basic
energy balance of the atmosphere is radiative cooling
balanced by latent heating. Convection must bring
enough latent heat upward to balance radiative
losses. Radiative losses increase rather slowly with
surface temperature (~1.5% per K), whereas the
latent energy in the atmosphere increases by ~7% per
K warming.35,153 If one assumes that latent heating is
proportional to saturation vapor pressure times con-
vective mass flux, it follows that convective mass flux
must decrease as the planet warms.35 If the cloud
area decreases with the mass flux, then the high
cloud area should decrease with warming. Some sup-
port for this mechanism is found in global cloud-
resolving model experiments.57

Another mechanism is the tendency of tropical
deep convection to aggregate in part of the domain,
leaving another part of the domain with little high
cloud and low relative humidity. This is observed to
happen in radiative-convective equilibrium models in
which the mesoscale dynamics of convective clouds is
resolved,154–156 although the relevance of this mech-
anism to realistic models and the real world remains
unclear. The presence of convection moistens the free
troposphere, and the radiative and microphysical
effects of this encourage convection to form where it
has already influenced the environment. Away from
the convection, the air is dry and radiative cooling
supports subsidence that suppresses convection. It
has been argued that since self-aggregation occurs at
high temperatures, global warming may lead to a
greater concentration of convection that may reduce
the convective area and lead to a cloud feedback.21

As tropical convection is also organized by the large-
scale circulations of the tropics, and the physics of
tropical anvil clouds are not well represented in
global models, these ideas remain a topic of active
research. Basic thermodynamics make the static sta-
bility a function of pressure, which may affect the
fractional coverage of high clouds in the tropics.21,52

Shifts in Midlatitude Circulation with Global
Warming
Atmospheric circulation is a key control on cloud
structure and radiative properties.157 Because current
GCMs predict systematic shifts of subtropical and
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extratropical circulation toward higher latitudes as
the planet warms,158 it has been suggested that mid-
latitude clouds will shift toward regions of reduced
insolation, causing an overall positive SW
feedback.3,159

Although this poleward shift of storm-track
clouds counts among the robust positive cloud feed-
back mechanisms identified in the fifth IPCC assess-
ment report (Figure 7.11 in Boucher et al.3), the
picture is much less clear in analyses of cloud-
radiative responses to storm-track shifts in GCM
experiments. While some GCMs produce a clear
cloud-radiative SW dipole in response to storm-track
shifts,160 others simulate no clear zonal- or global-
mean SW response.24,161–163 In the context of
observed variability, the GCMs with no significant
cloud-radiative response to a storm-track shift are
clearly more consistent with observations.22,24 The
lack of an observed SW cloud feedback to storm-
track shifts results from free-tropospheric and
boundary-layer clouds responding to storm-track
variability in opposite ways. As the storms shift pole-
ward, enhanced subsidence in the midlatitudes causes
free-tropospheric drying and cloud amount decreases,
resulting in the expected shift of free-tropospheric
cloudiness. Meanwhile, however, lower-tropospheric
stability increases, favoring enhanced boundary-layer
cloudiness and maintaining the SW CRE nearly
unchanged.24 The ability of GCMs to reproduce this
behavior has been linked to their shallow convection
schemes163 and to their representation of the effect of
stability on boundary-layer cloud.24 If unforced vari-
ability provides a good analog for the cloud response
to forced dynamical changes—thought to be approxi-
mately true in GCMs163—then the above results sug-
gest little SW radiative impact from future jet and
storm-track shifts.

Because LW radiation is much more sensitive to
the response of free-tropospheric clouds than to low
cloud changes, storm-track shifts do cause coherent
LW cloud-radiative anomalies.23 These anomalies
are small in the context of global warming-driven
cloud feedback, however,23 so that future shifts in
midlatitude circulation appear unlikely to be a major
contribution to global-mean LW cloud feedback.
Given the strong seasonality of LW and SW cloud-
radiative anomalies, it remains possible that extra-
tropical circulation shifts have non-negligible radia-
tive impacts on seasonal time scales.164,165 It is also
possible that clouds and radiation respond more
strongly to other aspects of atmospheric circulation
than the midlatitude jets and storm tracks; it has
been recently proposed that midlatitude cloud
changes are more strongly tied to Hadley cell shifts

than to the jet.165 Further observational and model-
ing work is needed to confirm these relationships and
assess their relevance to cloud feedback.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Possible Pathways to an Improved
Representation of Cloud Feedback in GCMs
Recent progress on the problem of cloud feedback
has enabled unprecedented advances in process-level
understanding of cloud responses to CO2 forcing.
The main cloud property changes responsible for
radiative feedback in GCMs—rising high clouds,
decreasing tropical low cloud amount, increasing low
cloud optical depth—are supported to varying degree
by theoretical reasoning, high-resolution modeling,
and observations.

Much of the recent gains in understanding of
radiatively important tropical low cloud changes
have been accomplished through the use of limited-
area, high-resolution LES models, able to explicitly
represent the critical boundary-layer processes unre-
solved by GCMs. Because limited-area models must
be forced with prescribed climate change conditions,
however, such models are unable to represent the
important feedbacks of clouds onto the large-scale
climate. To fully understand how cloud feedback
affects climate sensitivity, atmospheric and oceanic
circulation, and regional climate, we must rely on
global models.

Accurately representing clouds and their radi-
ative effects in global models remains a formidable
challenge, however, and GCM spread in cloud
feedback has not decreased substantially in recent
decades. Uncertainties in the global warming
response of clouds are linked to the difficulty in
representing the complex interactions among the
various physical processes at play—radiation,
microphysics, convective and turbulent fluxes,
dynamics—through traditional GCM parameteriza-
tions. Owing to sometimes unphysical interactions
between individual parameterizations, cloud feed-
back mechanisms may differ between GCMs,46,110

and these mechanisms may also be distinct from
those acting in the real world.

One approach to circumvent the shortcomings
of traditional GCM parameterizations involves
embedding a cloud-resolving model in each GCM
grid box over part of the horizontal domain.166–168

Such ‘superparameterized’ GCMs can thus explicitly
simulate some of the convective motions and subgrid
variability that traditional parameterizations fail to
represent accurately, while remaining
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computationally affordable relative to global cloud-
resolving models. However, superparameterized
GCMs remain unable to resolve the boundary-layer
processes controlling radiatively important low
clouds—and similarly to global cloud-resolving mod-
els, they report disappointingly large spread in their
cloud feedback estimates.15

A recent further development, made possible by
steady increases in computing power, involves the
use of LES rather than cloud-resolving models as a
substitute for GCM parameterizations.16,169 First
results suggest encouraging improvements in the rep-
resentation of boundary-layer clouds (C. Bretherton,
pers. comm.). Superparameterization with LES com-
bines aspects of the model hierarchy into a single
model, making it possible to represent both the
small-scale processes and their impact on the large
scales. Analyses of superparameterized model experi-
ments could also be used to design more realistic
parameterizations to improve boundary-layer charac-
teristics, cloud variability, and thus cloud feedback in
traditional GCMs. An important caveat, however, is
that current LES superparameterizations are rela-
tively coarse and may not represent processes such as
entrainment well, so that further increases in comput-
ing power may be necessary to fully exploit the possi-
bilities of LES superparameterization.

Irrespective of future increases in spatial resolu-
tion, GCMs will continue requiring parameterization
of the important microphysical processes of liquid
droplet and ice crystal formation. As discussed in this
review, microphysical processes constitute a major
source of uncertainty in future cloud responses, par-
ticularly with regard to mixed-phase cloud-radiative
properties19 and precipitation efficiency in convective
clouds.107 The treatment of cloud–aerosol interac-
tions also remains deficient in current parameteriza-
tions.170 Improving the parameterization of
microphysical processes must therefore remain a pri-
ority for future work; this will involve a combined
use of laboratory experiments171 and satellite and in
situ observations of cloud phase.119,138

Although the main focus of this paper has been
on the representation of clouds in GCMs, observa-
tional analyses will remain crucial to advance our
understanding of cloud feedback, in conjunction with
process-resolving modeling and global modeling. On
one hand, reliable observations of clouds and their
environment at both local and global scales are indis-
pensable to test and improve process-resolving mod-
els and GCM parameterizations. On the other hand,
models can provide process-based understanding of
the relationship between clouds and the large-scale

environment, which can be exploited to identify
observational constraints on cloud feedback.

Current Limits of Understanding
We conclude this review by highlighting two pro-
blems which we regard as key limitations in our
understanding of how cloud feedback impacts the cli-
mate system’s response to external forcing. The first
problem relates to the relevance of cloud feedback to
future atmospheric circulation changes, which con-
trol climate change impacts at regional scales.142 The
circulation response is driven by changes in diabatic
heating, to which the radiative effects of clouds are
an important contribution. Hence, cloud feedbacks
must affect the dynamical response to warming, but
the dynamical implications of cloud feedback are just
beginning to be quantified and understood. Recent
work has shown that cloud feedbacks have large
impacts on the forced dynamical response to warm-
ing and particularly the shift of the jets and storm
tracks.22,161,172,173 Thus, the cloud response to
warming appears as one of the key uncertainties for
future circulation changes. Substantial research
efforts are currently underway to improve our under-
standing of cloud–circulation interactions at various
scales and their implications for climate sensitivity, a
problem identified as one of the current ‘grand chal-
lenges’ of climate science.173–175

Our second point concerns the problem of time
dependence of cloud feedback. The traditional feed-
back analysis framework is based on the simplifying
assumption that feedback processes scale with
global-mean surface temperature, independent of the
spatial pattern of warming. However, recent research
shows that the global feedback parameter does
depend upon the pattern of surface warming, which
itself changes over time in CO2-forced
experiments.7,176–178 In particular, most CMIP5
models subjected to an abrupt quadrupling of CO2

concentrations indicate that the SW cloud feedback
parameter increases after about two decades, and this
is a direct consequence of changes in the SST warm-
ing pattern.179 As future patterns of SST increase are
uncertain in GCMs, and may differ from those
observed in the historical record, this introduces an
additional uncertainty in the magnitude of global-
mean cloud feedback and our ability to constrain it
using observations.180,181 Therefore, further work is
necessary to understand what determines the spatial
patterns of SST increase, and how these patterns
influence cloud properties at regional and global
scales.
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